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business (in part) to preserve. Simply
enough, microfilming can at best preserve
the "mntents" of materials. and not even
all of these, but little or nothing else of the
physical objects that libraries may also
want or need to preserve. Ifhis paper has
this monitory effect. then it will have
served the interests of future readers and
scholars well.
Ogden's subject has become central to
rare book . manuscript . and special
collections librarians interested in the
preservation of both their own and other
library collections. Emanating, however.
from the preservation community and
addressed primarily to the administrative
community. his paper concerns special
collections librarians. as well.

REVIEWS
Ogden, Barclay_ On the Preserv{/tion oj
BooksaHlllJvculIwtils in Origi llal Fonn.

Report. Washinf,'1on, D.C.: COlTlmission
on Preservation and Access, October
1989 . .51" [Copies are "available upon
written request from Pamela Block at

the COlTlmission," 178.5 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W .. Suite313, Washington,
DC 20()36. J
Barday Ogden's paper may remind its
readers, most of them likely to be midlevel and senior library administrators,
that microfilming is not The Sovereign
Remedy for the deteriorating historical
record that research librari es are in
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Ogde n opens by stating his unexceptionable thesis:
"Some books and documents must be
preserved in original form because they
have scholarly value as objects as well as
for the information they contain. The
challenge of preselVing these materials,
called artifacts, requires an understanding
of the scholarly value of artifacts and the
development of an effective and efficient
strategy for their preservation." (p. 1)
His reader applauds this concern. What
follows, however, elicits enthusiasm more
tepid than one anticipates: a tissue of
conventional pieti es and strong
exhortations to Do Good, it is banal and
substanceless prose. Moreover, aswriting,
it too often dismays.
I doubt that any reader-even the
imaginary administrator who has been
reading (worse, writing ) Bureaucratese
all of hislher life-will be able easily to
translate a paragraph that reads, in its
entirety:
"For materials valued for detailed,
continuous-tone or multicolored
illustrations, microfilm has not proven to
be a good preservation technology.
Moreover, materials made less useful by
reformatting from paper to microfilm
because the mode of access is less
satisfactory are not considered good
candidates for this preservation
technology." (p. 2)
The writer's use of the bureaucrat's
passive voice suggests trouble. So does
his reliance on convoluted syntax and
polysyllabic jargon to express a thought
that might easily have been rendered
more comprehenSibly (e.g., "Microfilm is
not a good method of preserving the
content of certain types of illustrations.
Material that will lose usefulness because
microfilming it will interfere with its utility
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[01' faj] to preserve its eontents] shouldn't
be mierofllmed··). Prose like Ogden's is
nearly opaque to all readers.
He goes on in the "lntroduetion" to
inform his readers that. because "no
preservation teehnology is perfect:' all of
them require compromises between what

they can save and what they must sacriflee
(p.1). Badly-reproduced illustrations,other
unspecified alterations, rebindings that
change a book's appearance: by the bottom
of page 1, Ogden has cited all of these as
"information" losses that may cause later
regrets. By the last paragraph of his
"Introduction," he bemoans the potential
for loss of "original formats ... [with]
scholarly value as objects," that is, with
"'artifact" value" (I" 2).
In this section, assertion and tautology
substitute for analysis and definition. The
result is not always convincing to those
who are not already L'Onverts to the author's
point of view. I do not mean to propose
that the values of artifactual integrity are
"easy" to define or to exemplifY. I do
mean that the highly restricted length
with which Ogden approaches such a
definition hampers his ability to arrive at
it. The result is less than a convincing
argument.
Ogden's second section, "Artifacts and
Information," proceeds (in the words of
the summary at the head of his paper) to
"provide .. . an intellectual rationale for
consideration of the book as an artifact. ..
It tells us (Pl" 2-3) that form ("original
form or format .. ) and mntent can have so
close a relationship that to lose the one
may be to lose the other, an apothegm,
not a "rationale." Ogden also informs his
reader, by way of a digression within
these paragraphs, that "in addition to
artifacts there is a second category of
books and documents that must be
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preserved in original format," i.e., books
that defY microfllm or photocopying (e.g.,
art books) and books that are not read in
linear fashion (e.g. , reference books).
The concept of "information" which
gives these paragraphs their air of
modernity, indeed, of relevance, must
have pleased the Commission. Whether
there is any equivalence between the
"artifacts" and "information" discussed in
this section, however, the author fails to
tell us. Some readers might have wondered
about this omission; once again, however,
Ogden's space limitations prohibit him
from developing a real argument after his .
assertions have done their hortatory work.
Pages 3-5 conclude with the mistitled
"A Strategy for Preservation in Original
Format." In fact, these pages offer two
strategies: (1) "identifY and rank all artifacts
of the greatest scholarlyvalue"; (2) "identifY
materials on the basis of urgency of need
of preservation" (by which Ogden means
those that people frequently use). They
also offer no strategy: the author's
subjunctive in the last paragraph ("A
preservation strategy could be crafted,
etc.") notices, in passing, as it were, that
he has "crafted" no such thing.
None of these problems is unimportant.
If I have guessed correctly that Ogden's
five pages are all that even the most
dutiful administrator concerned about
conservatorial matters is likely to read on
the distinction between "preservation"
and "preservation in Original form," then
their inadequacies are cause for
considerable regret. What else will raise
this particular red flag before the glazed
eyes of our administrative masters?
It is appalling to contemplate just how
badly these pages serve any conceivable
reader. Their"committee-fied" prose begs
for more mean-spirited criticism than I
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have given it. Far worse, the paper's
restricted length everywhere prevents its
author from showin g any sign of
thoughtfulness, offering serious discussion
ofany problems, orproviding, as promised,
any sign of "a strategy' to deal with the
important question he raises. Brevity is
not only the soul ofwit. Ruthlessly applied
to consideration of complex questions,
brevity can also diminish the complexities
with which a writer deals and constrict
the argument slbe makes. It has clearly
had just such an effect on Ogden's paper.
Some of the paper's most embarrassing
moments fairly leap to hand. For instance,
I am not, personally, prepared to suggest
anyone adequate to the task of "ranking"
materials of "the greatest scholarly value."
If we could bottle the wisdom of Allan
Bloom and E. D. Hirsch, and understand
properly why we should be content with
preserving the thought, as originally

The

disseminated, of Dead White Males,
perhaps we would face no delays in getting
on with the job. But even among the ranks
of the DWMs, as recently as twenty years
ago we might (for one example only) have
allowed the publications of the early
proponent of continental drift, Alfred
Wegener, to fall, brittle leaf by brittle
leaf, into the abyss of time, before the
development of plate tectonics made his
the work of a prescient genius with "the
greatest scholarly value. "Have we learned
so much that we can be confident of
making no similar mistakes tomorrow?
Ogden fails sufficiently to suggest the
utterly vexing nature of the most basic
question ofall: which books and documents

have artifactual integrity that requires its
preservation alongside preservation oftheir
"texts"? (or "contents," or whatever it is
we are supposed topreserve. The question
of what that "whatever" is might, itself,
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have been wort hwhile. if unproductive.
for an administrator to encounte r; just as
it might be unproductive to notice that
my language. lik .. Ogden·s. also asserts
the existence of a distinction between
"text" and its "emlwxlime nt" that Ogden
and I both agree exists but whi<.:h neither
of us really defines).
Ogden might h ave loca ted a
bibliographical scholar-such as. to search
no farther. C. Thomas TanseHe-with
thoughts un this question worth raising.
("Which hook'? Evenl book." Really? Is
this notion nwrely crazy'? Has it any
intellectual underpinning that adm inistrators might benefit from encounte ring?
See. among othe r possible e xamples. A
Rationale of 1'ext.w/ Criticism. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press.
1989. Or. for that matter. the Tanselleinfluenced paper by William Matheson.
directed at coHection development mther
than preservation. but with implications
for the latter. as well. that appeared in the
last issue of RBML. ) One need not
ultimately arrive at what. in haste and
unfairly. I will caH "Tanselle's" sort of
answers. But it is ludicrous to suppose
that one can have dealt fairly with this
topic without asking his sorts of questions.
Ogden-whatever the reasons-has
failed to do so. He has raised a vital issue
but g iven it n o cons ide ra ti o n
commensurate with its importance .
Presented through the prestigious auspices
of the Commission that has circulated
it-Patricia Battin. President; Billy Frye
[Emoryl. MiHicentAbeH[Yalel. Henriette
Avram [LC1. Richard DeCennaro[NYPL1.
J ames Govan [Chapel Hill], Vartan
Gregorian [Brownl. Kenneth Gras Louis
[Indianal. Warren J. Haas [CLR1 . Carole
Huxley [New York State Education
D epartment ], Donald Lamm [W. W.
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Norton], Sidney Verba [Harvard], and
William Welsh [LC, ret.], all names to
reckon with- his paper is likely to produce
the illusion that the issuing Commission
has taken a progressive and helpful position
on an important aspect of the preservation
problem.
The Commission takes no position,
"progressive and helpful" or otherwise, in
a paper that defines nothing and offers no
plan of action. Ogden 's paper is an
opportunity lost. Perhaps, however, its
very deficiencies will provide a stimulus
for special collections, preservation, and
administrative li brarians to begin
discussions which might result in a
statemen t that does justice to the
complexity of the problem.-Daniel
Traister, Special Collections, Van Pelt
Library, University of Pennsylvania.
Ray, Gordon N, Books As a Way of Life:
Essays by Gordon N. Ray. G. Thomas
Tanselle, ed. New York: The Grolier
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Gordon Ray died in 1986. He was then
the recently retired preside nt of the
Guggenheim Foundation. a position he
held for over twe nty years. but he had
previously pursued a distinguished career
as a professor of English and an academic
administrator at the University of Illinois.
The title of this volume wa~ chosen by its
editor. G. Thomas Tanse lle. as a kind of
summation of Gordon Ray's life. from the
title of an address Ray delivered to a
meeting of the International Fede ration
of Library Associations in Budapest in
1972. I n that speech. in which he discussed
reading and the book as a positive force in
our society and some of the perceived
threats to a book-centered culture, he
briefly revealed the influence of books on
his own life as a reader, a teacher, a
scholar, and a collector, the latter perhaps
representing his greatest achievements.
Books As a Way ofLife is thus appropriately
divided into sections representing the
different aspects of Ray's career
(autobiography, the rare book world,
scholarship, research libraries, and "books
and life") with ' a long biographical
introduction by Tanselle; a balanced and
sympathetic summation of a remarkable

life. The essays are drawn from a wide
variety of periodicals and conference
proceedings, and one of the obvious
practical achievements of the book is the
bringing together of a number of pieces
which can still be read with profit by rare
book librarians, private collectors and
scholars. It has been handsomely produced
by the Meriden-Stinehour Press and is in
every way a most fitting memorial.
In many ways Gordon Ray received
the ideal training as a collector of books
and manuscripts. Beginning in 1948 he
spent most of his summers in England
and France scouring the bookshops on
behalf of the University of Illinois (and
himself), armed with the nineteenthcentury volume of CBEL as a reference.
This activity, initially inspired by the Sight
of Michael Sadleir's great collection of
nineteenth-century fiction, produced for
Illinois a most distinguished collection in
that field and led Ray to define his own
prinCipal collecting interest as English
and French literature from 1789 to 1914.
He purchased, prudently and carefully,
thousands of individual books although
he was also capable of snapping up the
Richard Bentley and Grant Richards
papers, the Tom Turner library of eight
thousand volumes, and the archive of H.
G. Wells. He became well known
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throughout the bookselling community
of both countries as a discriminating and
consistent collector. Thus when his father
died in 1956 and he inherited a fortune
he was fully prepared to take advantage
of his vastly increased annual income and
the extraordinary opportun ities then
available to the astute collector. He became
a living embodiment of Sadleir's dictum
that although in nature the early bird
catches the worm. in collecting the prize
goes to the bird that recognizes the worm
when he sees one. His collecting interests
expanded to encompass the illustrated
books from the eighteenth to the twentieth
centuries in England and France and
resulted in the two magnificent Morgan
Library exhibitions: The Illustrator and
the Book in England from 1790 to 1914
(1976) and TheArtofthe French Illustrated
Book, 1700 to 1914 (1982). The extensive
catalogues which accompanied these two
exhibitions immediately achieved the status
of standard reference sources and seldom
has a collector been able to demonstrate
so purposefully the relationship between
collecting and scholarship. Fart III of the
introductory essays to both volumes are
reprinted in Books As a Way of Life, the
reading which would surely encourage
any sensible person to rush out and buy
the catalogues themselves: the most
sensible. of course, will already own them.
Gordon Ray's three "surveys of the
rare book world," published in 1965, 1974
and 1982, have long since been required
reading by students in the history of the
book (at least in the more imaginative
schools) and it is easy to understand why.
These surveys resulted not from the usual
questionnaire that arrives with a
resounding thump on the desk of all the
indiscriminately chosen names in a
directory, and is usually consigned to the
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wastebasket. bllt rather from the resllits
of carefully worcit-<l questions sent to a
very select grou p of eollectors. dealers
and librarians. ranging in J96.5 from Major
J. R. Abbey to Jake Zeitlin . all of them
personally acquainted with Gordon Ray.
The questions elid ted forty-nine replies
and the reslliting pap.. r. pllhlished in
PBSA. characterized the mre hook world
of 196.5 as amllent and driven hy

of the Fellows of the Morgan Library and
the whole latter part of it consisted of a
laudatory listing of the accomplishments
of Charles Ryskamp as Director of that
institution. compliments richly deserved
but hardly typical of the preViously
surveyed institutions. Ray had no general
conclusions to ofTer except that fundmisingwas important and that independent
research libraries were in a better position

in stitution al involvem en t and

than unive rsities.

th e

knowledge explosion . Of the forty-nine
respondents approximately half arc now
dead (hy my cOllnt ). which is really not a
bad rate of attrit ion amongst a group
considered autho ri tative in 196.5. In 1974
Ray conducted his survey agai n. This
time he received seventy-five replies and
published the resllits in the Yale University
Library Gazette. The passage of ten years
had e ngendered considerable change:
"Affluence is gone. and in stitutional
involvement has diminished. Only the
'scholarly invas ion' contin ues unabated,"

Ray's concillsion was that the private
collector and the dealer occupied the
driver's seat in the rare book omnibus.
His J982 survey was based not on written
replies but "u milch smaller number of
mere conversation"; fourteen a~'COrding
to his list. and is the lea<t satisfYing of the
three. It wa< delivered toan annual meeting

All three surveys were much concerned
with the prices of books and manuscripts,
"th e tension point at which all the
conflicting interests [of the rare book
world J meet head on" and that focus has
its own built-in bias. It is not likely that
anyone else could conduct a survey with
the astuteness and wit of Gordon Ray but
they should be continued. The opportunity
to re flect, along with ones' colleagues,
about what one is really doing is salutary
and. occasionally. instructive.
The other essays in Books As a Way of
Life range widely through the literary
topics, the responsibilities of research
libraries and general cultural concerns.
Ray evidently developed a bit of an
obsess ion with some of th e
pronouncements of Marshall McLuhan
and often distorts them as he attacks
them, failing to recognize the speculations
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of an interdisciplinary literary critic whose
views were often misinterpreted by
commentators. McLuhan, like Ray,
communicated many of his ideas through
a medieval medium.
Consistency of purpose is one of the
most important attributes of a collector: it
is also clearly recognized as a primary
characteristic of the successful
administrator and advisor. The long list
of executive and adviSOry positions held
by Gordon Ray, given in the introduction,
attests to the scholarly world's recognition
of this, but it is most forcefully
demonstrated by his collecting habits.
He was at least once asked to address the
annual Rare Books and Manuscripts
Preconference, which normally meets in
June, and replied that, though sensible of
the honor, he had been accustomed for
some y.ears to spend that time in England
visiting booksellers and attending the ABA
Fair and did not feel inclined to break
that pattern. His consistency is also
demonstrated throughout this book, each
essay or excerpt explicating clearly his
concern that all aspects of the book and
their importance for the scholarly
understanding of the past be recognized
and acknowledged. This message was,
one presumes, willingly accepted when
Ray was addressing the members of the
GrolierClub orthe Fellows of the Pierpont
Morgan Library, two institutions with
which he was closely associated, but he
also used the opportunities his prestigious
position offered him to preach the gospel
of the book to the unconverted.
Gordon Ray'S essays reveal him to
have been a humane and witty man whose
"way of life" was immensely satisfying to
him. The rare book world should be
thankful both for the life and this elegant
record of it.-Richard Landon, Thomas

Fisher Rare Book Library, University
Toronto.

of

Special Collections in College and
University Libraries. Compiled by.
Modoc Press, Inc. With an introduction
by Leona Rostenberg and Madeleine
B. Stern. New York: Macmillan, 1989.
639p. $100.00. ISBN 0-02-921651-6.
Librarians, researchers, and booksellers
already have a array of tools available to
them for exploring the abundant resources
of the special collections in American
libraries. Forinstance, Lee Ash and William
G. Miller's Subject Collections prOvides a
subject approach. Alice Schreyer's Rare
Books, 1983-84 gives brief and informative
(although now somewhat dated) profiles
of about 300 individual institutional
collections. The National Union Catalog
and the bibliographical utilities (RUN
and OCLC) provide some idea of the
location of individual titles. Yet the editors
of Modoc Press evidently perceived a gap
in this coverage, and the result is their
Special Collections in College and
University Libraries.
In their prefatory remarks, the editors
(who are not identified) note that their
work differs from others "that sail similar
waters." Their volume is, they tell us, not
simply a directory nor is it a subject
guide. Rather it seeks to supply its readers
with "detailed, deSCriptive information
concerning the special collections, rare
books, and manuscripts" located in some
1,800 colleges and universities in the United
States. The entries are arranged
alphabetically by state and within state by
institutional name. Individual entries
contain general information about the
library, including address, telephone
number, institutional affiliation, student
enrollment, the names of library
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administrators, and t Ill' size of the general
library holdings . EntIi,'s then descIibe
th e variolls special collediolls with rare

books listed separately if th,·y have heen
identified

(lloi

a separah' ('I c n l(~nt within

the Iihrary, The main hotly of the text is
followed hyageneral index (which includes
subjects) and an institution index. The
volume hm; an introductur), essay written

by bookse lle rs Leona Hostenberg and
Madeleine Stern .
The resulting work is presented to us
by th e publish e rs (Mac millan ) in a
reasonahly attractive format , and the text
frequently lives up t 0 its promise ofshowing
us something of the breadth and depth of
the special collectioos in this nation's
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academic libraries. The volume. however,

has serious flaws and hy no means "equips
the researcher with complete information
about speCial collections," as the book's
jacket claims.
The most obvious problem is the uneven
coverage prOvided to individual libraries
and collections. The problem is especially
apparent with the larger collections. Some
receive detailed attention (e.g., the Lilly
Library at Indiana, Special Collections at
Brown and at Columbia, Hare Books and
Special Collections at Princeton ) while
other Significant collections are quite
inadequately tre ated (e.g., Stanford.
C hi cago. Corne ll ). Indeed . smaller
collections are sometimes as thoroughly
described as much larger ones. While the
reader will certainly not begrudge the
four lines given to a deSCription of the
Betsy Palm er Collection at Wheaton
College. he or she may justifiably feel
frustrated with the meager five accorded
to the entire Clements Library at Michigan.
Similarly. we may be pleased to learn of
the three Dickens first editions in one
small Midwestern library. but regret the
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relative paucity ofinformation on Dickens
holdings in more substantial collections
elsewhere.
The editors are also inconsistent in
their treatment of departmental libraries.
They state that they have excluded such
libraries except when necessary to mention
the special collections contained therein.
Nonetheless, we do find descriptions of
the general holdings of departmental
libraries, such as those at UCLA, but
without reference to any special collections
within them. At the same time, other
genuine departmental special collections
are completely ignored. For example, there
is no mention of the Kress Collection in
Harvard's Business School Library or of
the important rare books holdings in its
Law Library. Although it is not a
departmental collection, one is equally
puzzled by the absence of the John Carter
Brown Library from the long entry on
Brown University.
These inconsistencies are in large part
due to the dependence of the editors on
the information derived from replies to
questionnaires sent to the libraries. The
replies were evidently quite variable in
both thequantityandsometimesthequality
of deSCriptive detail. Whether this was
the fault of the questionnaire or of the
responding institution is unclear. What is
apparent in the resulting text is that the
editors simply accepted what was given
them too uncritically. The fact that this
problem is common to all such guides
does not diminish the responsibility of
the editors to their readers in this case.
While some readers may be content to
browse among the institutional
descriptions , many librarians and
researchers will approach thevolumewith
a specific subject in mind. Unfortunately,
they may find the experience less than

rewarding. For example, in the General
Index under French Revolution, one finds
references to seven institutional collections.
This seems satisfactory until one finds
that the index completely ignores the
holdings, described in the main entries
themselves, of major French Revolution
holdings at the U niversityofPennsylvania,
Kansas, Florida State, and Harvard.
Indexed under Samuel Johnson, one finds
five entries. Here two of the references
are to institutions which do indeed have
Johnson collections (the Universities of
Rochester and North Carolina/Chapel
Hill) . Strangely, however, the main entries
for these institutions make no mention of
any Johnson holdings. A third index
reference (for Columbia University)
appears to be for a different Samuel
Johnson-the first preSident of that
university. Although mentioned in passing
in the text, there is no page reference to
the Johnson holdings in the Houghton
Library at Harvard. Indeed, on these and
other subjects, one is probably better
served by consulting Ash's Subject
CoUections, where most ofthese collections
(plus many others) are mentioned.
The General Index is followed by an
Institution Index. As the institutions listed
are also included in the General Index (in
boldface), it is not entirely clear why the
editors felt a second, separate listing was
necessary.
One could continue listing flaws with
this work. (The limitation to academic
institutions, for instance, seems rather
arbitrary and diminishes the value of the
book.) It must be said again, however,
that Special Collections is not without
merit. As a compilation of collection
profiles, it does fill a gap (although
Schreyer's shorter list is still useful). The
book is perhaps most useful for its
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descriptions of smaller collectionsdescriptions which would be hard, if not
impossible, to find elsewhere. [n this
respect one suspects that the work may
be especially useful to the book trade.Charles B. McNamara, Davis Libran},
UniversityafNorth Carolina, Chapel Hill.
American Antiquarian Society. The
Collections and Programs of the
AmericanAntiquarian Society: A 175thAnniversanJ Guide. Worcester, Mass.:
American Antiquarian Society, 1987.
183p. $12.50. [SBN 0-912296-93-3.
Long-time and potential users of the
American Antiquarian Society's library
should spend some time with this history
and description of the resources and
programs of the preeminent early
American historical SOCiety. The guide is
not intended as a finding aid, bibliography,
or catalogue of the holdings of the AAS
and will not serve those researchers or
librarians who have inquiries about specific
titles or editions. The usefulness, as well
as the symmetry, of this guide derives
mainly from the structured descriptions
of the individual subject collections and
the discussion of the cataloguing,
conservation and other programs of the
society that are integral to their use.
Comparable institutions should take note
of how this guide makes known the subject
strengths of the holdings beyond the
discrete imprint collections.
FollOwing a short history of the AAS
by Marcus McCorison, Richard C. Baker,
chief book and paper conservator,
introduces the reader to the programs of
collection development, conservation, and
cataloguing. The meat of the publication
is the "Guide to the Collections," arranged
into short discussions, each of which is
written by one of the thirty or so members
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of the staff. Here is described the extensive
early imprint collections of Dated Books,
Dated Pamphlets, Brochures, and
Almanacs. But it is the lengthy section on
Topical Collections that reveals to the
user the richness of the subject coverage
of the AAS holdings. This topical
breakdown-of a library that was not
conceived nor nurtured as a subject
collection-perhaps will prove of greatest
interest and use to researchers.

The deSCription for each topic begins
with a brief, though inSightful history of
the particular collection or holdings. Each
author cites the pertinent published
bibliographies and other relevant reference
sources for the subject. The reader is told
in which cases the staff have checked
their copy of one of the standard
bibliographies to reflect the library'S
holdings. The deSCription of Canadian
history materials, for example, includes
the citation of the three standard works
on Canadianaannotated by the acquisition
staff. For a few of the entries, the
contributor notes what proportion of the
titles in the pertinent bibliography are
held by the library. Each deSCription states
the catalogue or checklist that will provide
access to individual titles and most
importantly points to other areas of the
collection that also contain sources on the
subject. Carolyn A. Allen, acquisition
administrator, for example, warns the
reader that access to the materials on
canals and railroads requires persistence
and then outlines a search strategy for the
potential user in the collection. In some
cases, a collection is compared in size and
coverage to collections of similar scope at
other institutions. For the Hawaiian
Collection, for example, Frederick E.
Bauer, Jr., former associate librarian, has
listed the institutions in the United States
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which also have major Hawaiian holdings.
The usefulness of the guide goes beyond
the important function of providing the
reader with asense of the size and coverage
of the AAS holdings in a particular topical
area. It puts the scholar's specific research
uses into the broader intellectual context
ofthe library and its institutional functions,
such ~ the cataloguing and conservation
programs. For those seeking grants to
work at the AAS, the guide is required
reading. The final section of the guide
includes a deSCription ofthe AAS fellowship
program, and details from the collection
descriptions provide the necessary
documentation to support a research grant
application.
The inherent problems of a multiauthored text are evident in the guide. A
few redundancies occur and an unevenness
of writing is apparent. This distracts little,
however, from the generally smooth and
engaging sections, written by those who
have worked most closely with the
materials. Appreciation of the significance
of the holdings builds as the reader makes
her way through the guide. The authors
not only have produced a useful
bibliographie tool that prOvides collection
level access, but have created a very
readable work that makes known the
breadth of the historical sources at their
institution.
This guide will serve as a model for
other institutions, espeCially for those
whose holdings consist of a number of
discrete "special collections." Indeed it
could be argued that the change from

"rare books and manuscripts" to "special
collections" which has characterized our
profession in the last thirty years or so has
made such collection gUides essential for
access to the materials in ourcare, essential
even for an understanding of what we are
trying to do. This guide can be just as
much of a model, however, for libraries
not conceived as groups of speCial
collections. For a century or more AAS
has been the national leader in collecting
pre-1876 American imprints as imprints,
regardless of subject or format; and they
have already done more than any other
library to make their holdings nationally
known at the item level , in printed
catalogues of their books and manuscripts,
through MARC cataloguing, and by
publishing in microform the complete
text of all American imprints through
1819. This guide represents a considerable
intellectual effort to reconceive these
materials in terms of collections, to present
them in a fresh way which accords better
with how collections are buil t and
scholarship is done today. It also offers
collection-level access to mid-nineteenthcentury imprints and other material not
catalogued in earlier AAS publications.
Reading through it one can almost ~ense
the pleasure the compilers felt in taking a
broad and comprehenSive look at their
collections. We all need to learn this
bifocal way of looking at our collections.
In this sense espeCially the AAS collection
guide is a model worth imitating.-Cynthia
Shelton, University Library, University
of California, Los Angeles.
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From its genesis in the early 15th century, the Palatine Collection of
Printed Books has been a treasured source of information for the
world's scholars. It is considered the foremost collection of texts from
the 15th, 16th and 17th centuries. Originating in Heidelberg at the
bequest of Prince Elector Ludwig Ill, it was transferred to the Vatican
in 1623, where it currently resides. Among its 8,000 rare titles are the
Fust Schaffer edition of the Parisian Bible of 1467, the early writings of
Martin Opitz, and Kepler'sAstronomia Nova.
The Bibliotheca Palatina has been of immeasurable value as a source
of research material; however, its status as a non-lending library, and
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